• Respect everyone • Love one another • value everyone as equals • Jesus' Values • compassionately • honest and thoughtful communication • act justly • with respect • support of those in need • care for one another • consideration for others in all that we say and do. • Example • treating others as Christ did • tolerance • encouragement • open, honest and respectful communication. • modelling responsible, caring community focussed behaviours  • kindness and justice for all • community • Leading by example • treating people with dignity and respect • Inclusive, supportive and safe environment  • relationships  • equity to all • inclusion, acceptance, trust, love and hope • Witness • mutual respect • compassion and justice • caring, supportive and secure environment • empathy  • valued and respected.  •  modelling and supporting honesty, justice, empathy and charity • Including those with special needs • guidance and opportunity for all  • full growth in all dimensions. • honesty and integrity. • Celebration of difference • fairness • Caring and respectful relationships • inclusive open and caring of the most vulnerable. • Pray, think and act in a way that Jesus would have.  • dignity and respect • equality • strong work ethic and intra year bonding • supportive  • Encouraging • A strong sense of community • Kindness and fairness to all individuals • faith trust and peace.  • Justice • kindness • respect, love, forgiveness and kindness • safe and inclusive, supportive, seeking knowledge, striving for excellence, • everyone • responsibility • sensitivity • Diversity • humanity • support, service to others • community belonging • right relationships, characterised by compassion, empathy and forgiveness • courage • Act justly. Love tenderly. Walk humbly with your God • unity • known and valued • Integrity, trust and respect • appreciation • proud to belong. • harmony and unity • welcoming and safe • Be Faithful • Striving to be the